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THOMAS GROTE HOMES 

1864-1950s worldwide :

real homes for orphans and 

unwanted children - 

educating them to 18/22 years of age - 

with several languages, world history, all religions, having them travel across the globe from age 12 years to stay with their fellow pupils of all races and creeds … Tiggy Grote began this project age 22 years of age - after marrying Margareth Ransom 1863 in her family chapel Jacopsholmen Island off Xristensharb …

The Island is the dowry of the mother of the bride from her father & her two Poulsen brothers -father is JACOP POULSEN elder son of POUL GRONLANDER and Margaret Yates his wife: see letter written by JACOP ` on the death of father` “ History of Greenland ” author FINN GAD 1968/1970s 4 volumes :
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T he family of POUL GRONLANDER have a Decree from Denmark from 1770 AD to raise a University to 18th  century POUL GRONLANDER polymath :

…  but sour Imperial GREED of late 19 th  century to 1970s has set about a slaughtering of the related families, especially 1930s-1940s, to halt GREENLAND enlightenment : 

…  Colleges, becoming a University, will funded by RANSOM `Joyous Venture` and GUIDED by THOMAS I. GROTE the HOMES for CHILDREN worldwide :

AN IDEA - gathered 1850s - by THOMAS 

Immanuel GROTE - wondering how to make a

 contribution of HUMANISM to the globe :

USA citizen born 1841 New York … during his Education from age 11 years the school on Jacopsholmen Island,West Greenland 

& travelling the world some part of the year as WARD to the Family of FRED RANSOM & his wife Gertrud Poulsen she grand-daughter of 18 th  century POUL GRONLANDER - he POUL made an orphan at 8 years of age from a West Greenland seashores plague caused by callous Scandinavian profiteers - 
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…  POUL who grows to 6` 5 inches is of Northern Chinese Eskimo & French parentage …

1601 came ancestor Chinese Scholar to GREENLAND = body exhumed 1920s from area for development and re-buried after measurements taken - over 6 feet tall = 

NB: Margareth Ransom Grote conversation with a scholar shipboard soon after this re-internment :“ …  light on her feet, she over 80 years, we danced …  a woman delightful …  speaks many languages … ”

GROTE HOMES for orphans worldwide 1864 - 1954 

designed by THOMAS Immanuel GROTE b 1841- killed by G.B. Aristocrats 1904 Arran Western Hebrides 

www.gretaransom.com … : “  Tiggy began the first HOME in OHIO plastering the windows and walls with printed posters of what he was doing and why … He soon had several Homes in America, keeping near to the seashores where his in-laws RANSOM family owned lands :TIG then raced across The Pacific …  went round the globe putting HOMES A to Z …  RANSOM FAMILIES were shoeless at first … but he got intelligent supporters and funding from the rich ones : money for the project began to flutter from the skies …  as enlightened nations saw how well educated young people would raise standards in literacy/music/the arts/science/medicine …  everything needed to have a more comfortable life … ”

Tiggy is slain 1904 on Arran the 98 acres of his wife Margaret Ransom Grote, The Grange , West Hebrides - where he & she stopped 1880s the growing of the dope Divinorum Salvia Scotland by Scotland Aristocrats
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1883 - after a marriage at St Magnus the Martyr, City of London, River Thames, by his brother-in-law JOHN RANSOM to Millie FROBISHER the Premier Earl of Gross Britain & Scotland LINDSAY swiftly demanded all the ESTATE for himself …  Millie has a mother born a Miss Lindsay !

The two brothers of the wife of Tiggy, Margareth nee Ransom Grote, JOHN and POUL were murdered late night in Hithergreen School playground John 1890 and c 1891 Poul is last traced to Circle of Gavernie then to Mount Eiger - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1893/4 - MILLIE FROBISHER widow Mrs JOHN RANSOM ( m 1883-widowed 1890 a horrible crime, LINDSAYbuggarhs ripped out his liver - left him in the Hither-green London school playground for the children to find ) 

“ …  Millie had a JAW with Margareth about the inheritance …  & said she, Margaret must tell TIGGY - told her she would not accept the GROTE HOMES & RANSOM Estate for her only son Frederick Charles …  their nephew … ”

“  The LINDSAY had threatened to drag him behind their carriage if she did not sign ALL THE ESTATE, including GROTE HOMES, over to them …
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…  Millie, she told Margareth her sister-in-law much more about the horror she, Millie, had endured from The Earl of Lindsay since she married John her brother : 

Told her how they had sent a well known evil nurse they employed to drown in his bath her 3 months old son …

…  the neighbours Deptford knew what was going on when they saw this fat drunken nurse arrive in the Earl of LINDSAY carriage …  the Police could do nothing …  this was the EARL … and he claimed the family as his RELATIVES … ”

REPORTS : 1915-1917-19 … Deptford Police/some householders/  warnings told seriously to Jean nee Weddell Mrs Frederick Charles F. Ransom after her first encounters with the criminally insane LINDSAY relatives of her deceased mother-in-law Millie nee Frobisher Ransom : LINDSAY make visits unexpectedly, a basket of poisoned fruits arrives, on-going LINDSAY verbal violence is experienced by Jean ballerina now mother of 3 healthy RANSOM children of her marriage 1909 :My (GR) future grandmother Jean received warnings, some straight talking, after requesting Police help because her husband Frederick Charles RANSOM had gone to WAR:

NB : 1914-1919 = her husband FCFR is in the British Navy during 1 st  World War : 1957 October-November some records are available /especially of a submarine called `PICARDY`, are checked October 1957 by The IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM, Greenwich,for Visitor Miss Greta Ransom who has worked at Colchester Museums 1952-1956 =in two weeks copies were sent to Harold Walter POULTER Deputy Curator Colchester & Essex Museums, Hollytrees Mansion Museum, East Hill, Colchester : 

1920s - Warnings from many sources against Earl LINDSAY & tribe continue … & surface again 1933 to the mother of young Mrs FCF RANSOM NB: her mother is USA citizen Olivea Minerva nee Hesketh (widow Bussy) Mrs James Weddell II - issue 2 daughters Jean & `Aunt Baxter` :
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1933 - in late March 1933 the INHERITANCE is swiftly agreed by GROTE BROKERS, other administrators, Mrs Margaret nee RANSOM widow of TIGGY GROTE and her cousins and distant relatives RANSOM, that the child Greta Frobisher Weddell RANSOM born 11 th  March 1933 is her HEIR

( I Greetah RANSOM daughter of Frederick John RANSOM elder son of FCFR and Jean , am grand-daughter of FCFR and great-great niece of the active healthy Margaret Grote = `Aunt MAG` as LIR calls her)

1933 end of March : The intelligent PLAN is that I Greta Ransom will be trained in Estate Management by everybody concerned with this philanthropic miracle :In 1936 youngest son of FCFR Len Immanuel Ransom is made co-sub-heir after glowing reports received of our intelligent behaviour and responses upon the 8 months NORD SUD Tour of GROTE HOMES and parts of the Estate `Joyous Venture` :MEMO : RANSOM Estate owns the lands of the worldwide HOMES and officially funds them since their founding in 1864 by Ransom son-in-law TIGGY GROTE :

1897 Millie murdered by two 2 nd  cousins LINDSAY - they arrogantly said they had found her in the road - they had a few weeks before stabbed her in the eye with a steel pen, blinding her somewhat , to make her sign away the FLORIDA lands she inherited with her brother who had escaped to CANADA:

… 1897 late at night, her 32/33 years old body wrapped in a blanket put in the arms of her 14 years old son at the door of the little home `Jerusalem` Deptford by the little Park …  this was all she had been left with by the criminally insane LINDSAY-Lindsey …  He had been terrified at not finding his mother at home when he returned from lessons - they had to barricade the back of the house that winter to stop break-ins and theft - her clothes had been stolen from the house and the wall safe ripped open and emptied of its meagre savings :

MEMORANDUM : Her only living son Frederick Charles Frobisher RANSOM is father of Frederick John Ransom: they grandfather & father to me GRETA `Greetah` Frobisher Weddell Maureen Caecelia RANSOM …  assembling our vast family RECORDS for a worldwide Readership : 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1933 March - GROSS BRITAIN & SCANDINAVIA - Aristocrats scarlet gowns & crowns `on hold` embark upon serious DESTRUCTION of BRITISH HISTORIES DOCUMENTS …

… it is noted by the LINDSAY-Lindsey Premier Earls of Scotland and Gross Britain that they are not TOP of the LADDER anymore in the theft-obscene fraud with deaths-and RACISM over GROTE HOMES worldwide for CHILDREN and RANSOM `Joyous Venture` Estate in 3 Parts =All these big booting glitzy ROBBERS are aware of the LEGALITY of theRANSOM FAMILIES enterprise secured to RANSOM FAMILIES : 

… RANSOM ESTATE, addition of GROTE HOMES 1864, is a piece of social engineering perfected down the centuries …  19 th -20 th  centuries become heavy with PHILANTHROPY which its HONEST RANSOM TRADING methods and HONEST INVESTMENTS can afford for the GLOBE entire :These scavenging crows cost it up in Racing Stables, new diamonds and togs, gambling into the dawns, and marble halls where the world `apes and eskimo` bend the knee …  and the rich live for ever : … … … …

(As the Albert Hall ARENA music students sang 1980s to `Land of Hope and Glory` … “  Land of DOPE and TORY …” …  and other meaningful lines … )

Nota bene : The 98 acres ARRAN owned by RANSOM : 1938 the solicitors for Duke of Montrose and Estate telephoned and put in writing to RANSOM heirs` they know that the island is owned by Miss Margaret - there is no problem - they were satisfied of the true ownership by the widow Margaret nee Ransom of TIGGY GROTE: they had just received a visitor saying he had been given the Island by the Montrose family for services - they dismissed this … `

TIG has his grandparents in West Saxony, the family are related to 18 th  century GROTE philanthropists = Faced with all the RANSOM ancestry worldwide Tiggy would recall that his GROTE ANCESTORS` had a skirmish with the WENS in historic times 
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The mother of Tiggy is a great-niece of Frederick Immanuel KANT philosopher : It is TIGGY who `Talks to the Animals see newspapers New York advertising him, with drawings, BOSTON ZOO c 1850/1851 …  )

1841 TIGGY is born a USA citizen - his father & Uncles & cousins are the family GROTE BROKERS off  muddy Wall Street : he is murdered Arran Island W. Hebrides 1904
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